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Dear Learner 

It is with great pleasure that we present DynEd, 

the leading technology-assisted, interactive 

multimedia English language program. Used by 

millions of students across the world, DynEd 

offers a unique brain-based approach proven to 

help English learners reach their fluency goals 

much faster than with traditional teaching 

methods.  

DynEd’s award winning courseware is now enhanced with DynEd Pro 

English Certification. Based on the Common European Framework of 

Reference for Languages (CEFR), DynEd’s Certification program is unlike 

any other in the industry. Rather than evaluate a student based on a single 

exam, our program awards international level Certificates based on your 

carefully measured progress over time, as well as cumulative exam 

performance.  

This workbook correlates to DynEd’s A1 Professional Plan and via written 

exercises, reinforces DynEd’s multimedia lessons. Exercises are organized 

to be followed as you progress along the A1 Professional Plan. The more 

of these complimentary exercises you complete, the faster you will 

progress.  
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Exercise A 

1.  Listen to Unit 1 Listening. Write the correct words in the blanks. 

  

 
 

1.  Mexico is  __________________. 

 

 

2. Helen is __________________. 

 

 

3.  Max is __________________. 

 

 

4. Here are two ________________. 

 

 

5.  His name is _______________. 

 
 

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct words. 

Example:  Ana   is / are   from Mexico. 
 

1. Ana is   Mexico  /  Mexican. 

 

2. Tony  come / comes   from England. 

 

3. India is a country / countries. 

 

4. London is   from  / in   England. 

 

5. Ana and Tony doesn’t  /  don’t   come  from the same country. 

Mexico a man a country people  

England a woman a city Tony   

 Exercises    First English  Unit 1 
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Exercise B 

1.  Circle or highlight the correct answer. 

Example:  People from Brazil are      Braziler  /  Brazilian  /  Brazilier  
 

1.  People from Canada are called      Canuks  /  Canadians  /  Canadites 

2.  People from India are      Indies  /  Hindus  /  Indians 

3.  He's from Germany. He is   German  /  Germany  /  Dutch 

4.  She lives in Argentina. She speaks     Argentinean  /  Spanish  /  Portuguese 

5.  She lives in Argentina. She is         Argentinean  /  Argentese  /  Argentonian 

6.  People in Israel are    Jewish  /  Israeli  /  Hebrew 

7.  People from Israel speak      Jewish  /  Israeli  /  Hebrew 

8.  People in Hong Kong speak English and     Hangul  /  Cantonese  /  Mandarin 

10.  People from Ireland are         Irish  /  English  /  Irelandish 

 

2. Unscramble the following words related with countries of the Americas. 

       Example:  MBCOLOIA _____COLOMBIA____________ 

 
1. RPUE             _________________________________ 
 
2. XMOICE     _________________________________ 
 
3. ENANGAITR        _________________________________ 
 
4. CEHIL        _________________________________ 
 
5. ZRLAIB        _________________________________ 
 
6. AANDAC        _________________________________ 
 
7. BOIIVAL          _________________________________ 
 
8. ENLUAEEVZ      _________________________________ 
 
9. ONADHUSR        _________________________________ 
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Exercise C 

1. Listen to Unit 1 Dialogs.   Fill in the correct words. 

Example:    Hi.  What’s your   name? 

 

1.  My  (a) ______________ is Judy.  What’s  (b) _____________ name? 

 

2. ____________ are you from, Maria? 

 

3. I’m from (a)__________________.   (b) _______________ are you from? 

 

4.  I’m _____________  San Francisco. 

 

5.  It’s  ______________to meet you, Judy. 

 

2. Listen to Unit 1 Dialogs.  Fill in the correct letter. 

Example:   How are you   b  . 

1.  I’m fine,    _____ 

2.  Who is  _____ 

3.  He’s from   _____ 

4.  Who’s that over   _____ 

5.  What’s your  _____ 

6.  Where are you  _____ 

  

3. Answer these questions. 

1.  What’s your name?  
___________________________________________________ 

2.  Where are you from?  
__________________________________________________ 

3.  Where is Maria from?  
_________________________________________________ 

a.  that? 

b.  today? 

c.  India. 

d.  thanks. 

e.  name? 

f.  there? 

g.  from? 
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4. Fill in the blanks with the correct word. 

Example:   Are you    from   Colombia? 
 
1.   _________ name is Mary. ____ am a teacher. 

2.   What is ________ name? His _________ is Mark. 

3.   Miriam, Susana and I __________ Bolivian. 

4.   What is ________ job? She is a teacher. 

5.   I _________ from Costa Rica. Are _______ from Chile? 

 

Review Exercise A and complete the dialogs: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

I - my – his - name 

her - am - you – are  

Hi, my name is____________ .   
I come _____________ Spain. 

Hello! I _____ 
Helen, and I am 
______________

_ 

Hi friends! I _____from England and 

I don’t come _______Canada.  

I am________. 

They are_______________ and come from 

_______________________ 

 

These two people ________ men. They are 

a_________ and a ______________ 

Canadian, am, from, not, 

British, aren’t, Max and Helen, 

man, Spain and Canada, Max,  

woman, come, from, Spanish 
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Exercise D 

1.  Listen to Unit 1 Vocabulary. Write the correct answer in the blank. 

 
 

 Example:    a    door     

 

 

 

 
1. a  ______________ 2. ____________ 

 
 

3.  a  ______________ 4. a  ____________ 

 
 

5. a  ________________ 6. a  ____________ 

 
 

7.  a  ________________ 8. a  ____________ 
 
 
 
    

8.   a  ________________ 9. a  ___________ 

 
 

book book bag chair desk       calculator 

pen pencil  stairs window   computer 
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2. Write the correct answer in the blank. 

Example:         two doors    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
1.   ______________ 2. ____________ 

 
 
 

3. ______________ 4. _____________ 

 
 

5.  ________________ 6.    ____________ 

 
 

7.    ________________ 8.   ____________ 
 
 
 
    

9.     ________________ 10.    ____________ 

 

- four pencils 

- one pen and two pencils 

- two chairs 

- a calculator and a computer 

- one pencil and three notebooks 
 

- two books  

- three notebooks 

- a desk and a chair  

- two hands   

- two pencils 
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Exercise E 

1.  Write the correct answer in the blank. 

 
 Example:   __ close     the door 

 
 

 
 

1. ____________ the door 2. ____________the stairs 

 
 

3. __________________ 4. ___________your hand 

 
 

5.  ___________your book 6.  ____________the stairs 

 
 

7. ____________ the door 8.  ___________your hand 
 
 

 
 
   

 

close go down go to go up 

open put down  put up stand up 
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Exercise F 

Listen to the lesson “Letter & Numbers.”  

1.   Draw a line between the letter and the picture of the 
object that starts with that letter. Then, write the word in 
the blank.  

Example 

  A a  apple___________________         

B b_________________________ 

C c _________________________ 

D d_________________________ 

E e _________________________ 

F f _________________________ 

G g_________________________ 

H h_________________________ 

I i__________________________ 

J j__________________________ 
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Complete the word with the correct letter:  

 

 

 

 

2. Write in the missing letter ( K~Z ) at the beginning of each word and write 
the word under the picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

_________  ___________  _________   ___________   ___________    __________ 
 

            

                  
 

                      
 

 ___ight ,  ____encil,   _____eft ,    ____ext to,    ___ff,    ___ueen,    ____pain,   ___eacher, 

____mbrella,   ___iolin,  ____ater,   ____ray,   ___ebra,   ___ing,   ___exico,   ___oung. 

___pple ,   ___ook,   ___ar,    ___oor,   ___ar,  

___oot,   ___irl,   ___elen,   __nternet,   ____apan 

 ___ight ,  ____encil,   _____eft ,    ____ext to,    ___ff,    ___ueen,    ____pain,   ___eacher, 

____mbrella,   ___iolin,  ____ater,   ____ray,   ___ebra,   ___ing,   ___exico,   ___oung. 
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Exercise G 

1.  Write the words for the numbers 1~10 in the blanks next to the number: 

 

1      one            one                   2 _______________ _______________ 
 

3 _______________ _______________ 4 _______________ _______________ 
 

5 _______________ _______________ 6 _______________ _______________ 
 

7 _______________ _______________ 8 _______________ _______________ 
 

9 _______________ _______________ 10 _______________ _______________ 
 
 
 

2. Write the word for the correct number. Then write a full sentence using 
these words.  

 
 

Example:      Two chairs. These are two chairs. 
 
 
 
 
     _______________ stars.     ________________________________________ 
 
 
 

   ______________girl.   __________________________________________
          
 
             

    _________pen and ________pencils.  ______________________________ 
 

  

one   two   three   four   five  

six  seven eight   nine   ten 
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Review Exercises 
 

1. Fill in the blanks with is, are, am. 
 
Example: The weather    is   nice today. 

 
1. I ______ very tired today. 

 
2. This book ______ very good. 

 
3. Helen ______ from Canada. 

 
4. They ______ from the same country. 

 
5. My brother and I ______ good at  

playing soccer. 
 

6. Tony ______ at school and her parents 
_____ at home. 

 

 
 

2. Fill in the correct word.  
 
Example:  My  name is Mark.  I  am    
a teacher. 
 
1. What is ________ name? David. 
 
2. _______ are Monica and Paula and  

we are Italian. 
 

3. What is ________ job?  She is a teacher. 
 

4. ________ am from Chile.  
Are _______ from  Peru? 
 

5. What is Julio’s job? _________ is a salesman. 
 

3. Write a full sentence using is / isn’t / are / aren’t in the sentence in the 
correct place. 

 
Example: My shirts very dirty.  My shirts are very dirty 

 
1. Maria / a / student.   ______________________________________________________ 

2. This school / not / good.   __________________________________________________ 

3. Ken and Shawn / not /  here / today.  _________________________________________ 

4. Shawn / from New Delhi.    _________________________________________________ 

 

5. Write a question using is / are / am and the words in the box. 

1.                           Are you a student?                           

2. ________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________ 

4. ________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________ 

6. ________________________________________________

student  

name  

old 

teacher 

from 

her name 
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Exercise A 

1.  Listen to Unit 2 Listening. Write the correct word/s in the blank.  

 

1.  This is Tom’s ____________________.  
 

 
2. His __________________ name is Jim. 
 
3. Tom has two ____________________. 
 
 
4. Tom doesn’t have any _____________________. 
 
 
5. This person is ___________________. 

 
 

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Paris    is / are   in France. 
 

1. Tom’s mother can   speak  /  speaks   two languages. 

 

2. Tom and his sisters   are / can   speak two languages. 

 

3. Tom   doesn’t  /  isn’t    a good singer. 

 

4. Tom’s sisters   are  / can   very good singers. 

 

5. Tom can’t sing very   good  /  well. 

a boy family sisters languages  

a girl father’s brothers school   

 Exercises     First English  Unit  2 
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Exercise B 

1. Listen carefully to Unit 1 Listening, Part 2 about Tom’s family. 

 This is Tom’s family. 

1. Does he have sisters?   Yes, ______________________. 

2. What’s the name of his father? ___________________. 

3. How old is his older sister? ______________________. 
 

2. Answer the questions about your family. 
Example: What’s your father’s name?     My father’s name is Antonio. 
 

1. What’s your mothers’ name? _________________________________________ 

2. Do you have sisters and brothers? _____________________________________ 

3. How old is your mother?  ____________________________________________ 

 
3. Family relationships – Family Tree. Complete this family tree with the 

correct words. 

 
 

mother  -  father  -  sister  -  brother  -  son  -  daughter  -  grandparents   
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4. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Your sister’s son is your____.    cousin / nephew / niece  

1 - Your father's sister is your ____.    aunt / cousin / uncle 

2 - Your brother's daughter is your ____.    cousin / nephew / niece 

3 - Your grandmother's father is your ____.    grand-grandfather / great-grandfather 

4 - Your mother's brother is your ____ .     cousin  /  nephew  / uncle 

5-   Your father’s father is your ____ .   uncle / grandfather / grandmother  

 

5. Match with the correct answer. 

Example: 

__5_   family    1)   your mother’s sister 

     

_____  aunt   2)   a very young child or infant  

     

_____  sister      3)   your father’s father  

     

_____  grandmother    4)   your father’s brother  

     

_____  baby    5)   a group of people who are related 

     

_____  grandfather   6)   your mother’s mother 

     

_____  uncle     7) a boy or man with the same mother and father 

     

_____  brother  8)   a girl or woman with the same mother and father 
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Exercise C 

1. Listen to Unit 2 Dialogs.   Fill in the correct words. 
Example:    Hi Maria.  Can you   speak  Spanish? 

 

1.  Yes, I  (a) ___________ .  I can  (b) _____________ Spanish. (c) _____________ 
you? 

 

2. No, I (a) ____________ .  I (b) ____________ speak Spanish. 

 

3. What (a)__________________ do you  (b) _______________ ? 

 

4.  How old __________  you?  

 

5.  How old (a)  __________ I?  (b) __________ fourteen. 

 

2.  Listen to Unit 2 Dialogs.  Write in the correct letter. 

Example:   Can you speak     b _?       

1.  How about      ____? 

2.  What languages do you  ____? 

3.  What time is    ____? 

4.  It’s time for     ____. 

5.  Which way is the    ____? 

6.  It’s in the next    ____. 

3.  Answer these questions. 

1.  What languages do you speak?  
____________________________________________ 

2.  Can you speak Russian?  
__________________________________________________ 

3.  What time is it?  
_________________________________________________________ 

a.  it 

b.  Spanish 

c.  lunch 

d.  cafeteria 

e.  you 

f.  building 

g.  speak 
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Exercise D 

1.  Listen to Unit 2 Vocabulary. Write the correct answer in the blank. 

 
 Example:  a     little      chair 

 
 
 

1.   It’s a _____________. 2.  a _____________  

   
 
 

3.  a _____________ 4.  a ___________ door  

   
 
 

5.  a __________ pencil 6. an __________  book 

  
 
 

7. a _______  window 8. a ______    a__________  pencil 

  

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Draw a map / name.  
 

1. Please open your   book / pencil. 
 
2. It’s a  small / short  window. 
 
3. The  door / ruler  is closed. 
 
4. The pencil is  short / tall.  

clock closed large long 

open map  ruler short 
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Exercise E 

1.  Write in the correct answer. 

 
 Example:      sit       in a circle 

 
 
 

1. _____________ a book. 2. _________ your name. 

 
 
 

3. ____________ your book. 4. _________ a question. 

 
 
 

5. _____________ a line. 6. ___________ the light. 

 
 
 

7. ______________ your book. 8. ____________ English. 

 

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Draw / Write   a map. 
 

1. Stand / Ask   in a line.  
 
2. Put away / Turn on   your book. 
 
3. Ask / Draw   a question. 
 
4. Turn off / Take off   the light. 

 

ask draw put away read 

study take out  turn on write 
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Exercise F 

1.  Listen to Unit 2 Letters & Numbers. Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. 

 

 Example:                               This is an apple. 

 

 

1. Here is ___sia. 2. ___razil is a __ountry. 

 
 
 

 
3.   This __oor is open.  4. ___anger! Please be careful!  

 
 
 

 
5.   This man is a  ___entist.  6. This is an  ___ce. 

 
 
 
 

7.   This ___oy is a student.  8. This is a  ___omputer. 

 
 
 
 

9. Here is  ___frica.  10. These are  ___olors. 
 
 

A  a   B  b   C  c   D  d 
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Exercise G 

Fill in the blanks with the correct letter. 

 

 Example:                            This is an apple. 

 

 

1.  This is a  ___ym. 2. This is the number __ive. 

 
 
 
 
 

3.    ___rance is in ___urope. 4. ___gypt is in  ___frica. 

 
 
 
 
 

5.    This woman is  ___appy. 6.   Ana is a  ___irl. 

 
 
 
 
 

7.  Here are six  e___ ___s. 8. London is a  ___ity  in 

 ___ngland. 

 
 
 
 
 

9.   We  ___ave two  ___ars. 10.  This is a  ___ospital. 
 

A a B b C c D d E e F f G g H h 

E, e, F, f, G, g, H, h 
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 Exercise H 

1. Write in the names of the numbers 11~20: 

 

11     eleven        eleven    12 _______________  _______________ 

13 _______________ _______________ 14 _______________  _______________ 
 

15 _______________ _______________ 16 _______________  _______________ 
 

17 _______________ _______________ 18 _______________  _______________ 
 

19 _______________ _______________ 20 _______________  _______________ 

 
 
Write in the correct number: 

 
Example:                    There are eleven  ice-cream cones.  

 
 
 
 

              ___________________________________________ light bulbs. 
    
 

                       ___________________________________________   butterflies.          
 
             

  
            ____________________________________________ eggs in the box. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

eleven   twelve   thirteen   fourteen   fifteen  

sixteen  seventeen eighteen   nineteen   twenty 
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Exercise I  

Listen carefully to Unit 2 Grammar Part 1 about pronouns and possessives. 

 
Write the appropriate word to replace the underlined words: 

 
Example:      Mary and I like coffee.      We   like coffee. 
 

 
1. Marcos lives in Mexico.   ________________ lives in Mexico. 

  
2. Mary and I are hungry.   _________________are hungry. 

 
3. Jim and you are friends.  _________________are friends. 

 
4. Tom and Mary are students.   _________________are students. 

 
5. The dog is angry.    _________________is angry. 

 
6. Mary’s house is in Brazil.   _________________house is in Brazil. 

 
7. Max’s house is big.   _________________house is big. 

 
8. The dog’s house is small.   _________________house is small. 

  
9. The cars are here.    _________________are here. 

 
10. Mary and Helen are at school. _________________are at school. 

 
11. Jim’s children are in the theater?.  _________________are in the theater?. 

 
12. La Paz is beautiful.   _________________is beautiful. 

 
13. Rome and Paris are big cities.  _________________are big cities. 

 
14. The book and the pencil are on the desk.   _________________are on the desk. 

 
15. My sister is a teacher.   _________________is a teacher. 

me, her, his, their, its, yours, I, you, he, she, we, it 
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Review Exercises 

1. Circle or highlight the correct word.

Family relationships 

1 – Your brother’s son is your ____. 

 cousin,   nephew,   niece 

2 - Your mother's sister is your ____. 

 aunt,   cousin,  uncle 

3 - Your brother's daughter is your ____. 

 cousin,   nephew,   niece 

4 - Your grandmother's father is your __. 

 grand-grandfather,   great-grandfather 

5 - Your mother is your father’s ___. 

 wife, husband 

6 – My  father’s brother is my _____. 

 uncle,  aunt, nephew  

7 - My father’s sister  is my ____. 

 uncle,  aunt, nephew  

8 -  My mother’s husband is my ___. 

 father, uncle  

9 – My grandmother and grandfather  
are my__.     

 parents, grandparents 

10 – My father and my mother  
are my ____.    

 parents,  grandparents 

 
2. Add the words in parentheses to the sentence:  
 

Example:  Mary a film today (can / to watch). Mary can watch a film today. 
  Peter guitar (can / not / to play). Peter can’t play the guitar. 
 

1. Tom the violin, but he can play the piano.  (not / can / to play) 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Lucia Spanish, but she can’t speak French.  (can / to speak)  
__________________________________________________________________________ 

3. She  her examinations. (can /to pass)  
__________________________________________________________________________ 

4. My brother is very young, he  . (not / can / to swim) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

5. He’s a baby! He  yet. (not / can / to walk)  
__________________________________________________________________________ 

6. My friend is ill.  He  to school today. (not / can / to go)  
__________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Peter can the piano very well, but the violin. (not / can / to play) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Put the words in the correct order. 
 
Example: (speaks / with / Spanish / his / Tom/ mother)  Tom speaks Spanish with his 

mother. 
 
 

1. (both / London /Paris / and / are / in Europe)  

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

2.   go / every day / I / to school  
______________________________________________________________ 

 

3.   football / Manuel / with his friends / plays 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

4.   can speak / He / a / little Russian 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

5.   first name / Her / Sandra / is 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

6.   for lunch / is  / It / time 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

7.   Tuesday / the boys / handball / play / every 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

8.   person / is / woman / not / a /This 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

9.   languages / speak? / do / you / What 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

10.   My / comes / sister / San José / from / 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise A 

1. Listen to Unit 3 Listening and fill in the words to complete the sentences: 
 

Ex Ana comes from Mexico. 

1. She  two languages. 

2. She  in Mexico City. 

3. Her father  in a bookstore. 

4. He  books. 

5. Her mother  English at a high school. 

6. Tony  in a dormitory. 

7. He  with his family. 

8. They  in New York. 

9. His sisters  to school in New York. 

10. His father  for a newspaper. 

 

2. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Helen’s husband   drives  / works   a police car. 
 

1. Helen   teach  / teaches   science. 

 

2. Helen is a good  (a)  teach / teacher   and her students  (b) like  /  likes   her. 

 

3. Ana and Tony  (a)  are  / is    both students.  They both (b)  go / live  to school. 

 

4. They are    different  /  the same   age. 

 

5. They live in   different  /  the same   cities.

 

 Exercises     First English  Unit  3 
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Exercise B 

1. Listen to Unit 3 Dialogs.   Fill in the correct words. 
Example:    Good   morning  ,  Shawn. 

 

1.  Do you  (a) ___________ time  (b) _____________ is? 

 

2. Yes, I (a) ____________ .  (b) ____________ eight o’clock. 

 

3. Is __________  your book? 

 

4.  No,  ____________ . 

 

5.  Whose book  __________ ? 

 

2.  Listen to Unit 3 Dialogs.  Write in the correct letter. 

Example:   Oh, I’m late for    b  . 

1.  Let’s look     _____. 

2.  Where is   _____? 

3.  She isn’t here   _____. 

4.  Why isn’t she    _____? 

5.  I don’t   _____. 

6.  Let’s call   _____. 

 

3.  Answer these questions. 

1.  What’s your last name?  _______________________________________________ 

2.  How old are you?  ____________________________________________________ 

3.  What’s your email address?  ___________________________________________ 

a.  today 

b.  class 

c.  know 

d.  inside 

e.  she 

f.  her 

g.  here 
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Exercise C 

1.  Listen to Unit 3 Vocabulary. Find the correct words in the box and write 
them in the blanks. 

 
 Example:  The window is  below   the clock. 

 
 

1.  The ball is ____________ 2. The ball is ___________ 

 the computer. the table. 
 
 

3. The book is ___________ 4.  The pencil is ________ 

 the table.  the circle. 
 
 

5.  The ball is _____________ 6. The book is _________ 

 the computer. the table. 

 
 

7. The pencil is ___________ 8. He is standing _______ 

 the pen.  

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  The red book is  inside / under the table . 
 

1. The pencil is  inside / in line  the circle. 
 
2. The apple is  between / inside  the books. 
 
3. They are standing  in  /  at    line. 
 
4. The window is  below / on  the clock. 

above behind in front of in line 

inside next to  on  under 
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Exercise D 

1.  Find the correct words in the box and write them in the blanks. 

 
 Example:     He is   coming from   the door. 

 
 

1.  He is ________________a 2.  She is _______________ 

 bench. the window. 
 
 

3.   He is _________________  4.  He’s ________________ 

 some stairs. the door. 
 
 

5.   They are ______________ 6.  They are __________ 

 ___________ a track. a street. 

 
 

7.  He is _________________ 8. They are __________ 

 a clock. _______ the door. 

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  He is  walking up / walking through  the stairs. 

 
1. She is  coming out / come out  of a room.  
 
2. He is  looking at / looking out  a clock. 
 
3. She is  running around / running in  a track. 
 
4. He is  coming from / going into  the door. 
  
5.  He is  sitting on / sitting under  a bench. 

crossing going to looking at looking out 

running around sitting on  walking through walking up 
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Exercise E 

1. Listen to Unit 3 Letters & Numbers. Fill in the blanks with the correct letter. 

 

 Example:                             This is an apple. 

 

 

1.   These are  ___eys.  2.  ___ondon is  ___n England. 
 

 

 

 
3.   This man is a  ___udge.  4.  __taly is a European country. 

 

 

 

 
5. ___apan is an Asian  6. ___ndia is a country __n Asia. 

country. 

 

 

 
7.   This is a  ___itchen. 8. People study  ___n __ibraries. 

 

 

 
 

9. We have two  ___idneys. 10.    Turn  ___eft! 
 

I  i   J  j   K  k   L  l 
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Exercise F 

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct letter. 

 

 Example:                           This is an apple. 

 

 

1.   He  ___ikes  ___usic. 2. The  ___ight is  ___ff. 

 
 
 

 

3.    ___exico is a country 4. This is the ___umber 

    ___n  ___orth America.   ___ineteen. 

 

 

5    She has a  __ong  __eck. 6. ___xygen is a gas. 

 

 

7.   This door is  __pen. 8. This  ___an is a  ___ilot. 

 

 

 

9.   This is an  ___range. 10. ___aris is a city in France. 

 

 

I i J j K k L l M m N n O o P p 

E, e, F, f, G, g, H, h 

, E, e, F, f, G, g, H, h 

E, e, F, f, G, g, H, h 
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Exercise G 

1. Write in the names of the numbers 0~100: 

 

 0     zero           zero     10 ______________  ______________ 

20 ____________ ______________ 30______________ ______________ 

40 ____________ ______________ 50______________ ______________ 

60 ____________ ______________ 70______________ ______________ 

80 ____________ ______________ 90______________ ______________ 

100 ________________ ___________________ 

 
 

 
2. Write in the correct number: 

 
Example:                   September has   thirty days .         
 

 
  This coin is worth ___________________________________cents.  

   

  We have ______________________________________________. 

 

    This is a __________________________________________angle.

zero  ten   twenty   thirty  forty 

fifty  sixty seventy   eighty  ninety 

   one hundred 
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Exercise H 

1. Write in the correct time: 

 

Example:  It is  one o’ clock . 

 

 

1.   It is _________________. 2.  It is ___________________.  

 

 

 

3.   It is _________________. 4. It is ___________________. 

 

 

 

5   It is _________________. 6. It is ___________________.  

 

 

 

7.   It is _________________. 8. It is ___________________.  

 

 

 

9.   It is _________________. 10. It is ___________________. 

 
 
 

one ten     two twenty-five     three thirty     four forty-five     five fifty 

six-o-five     twelve twenty-five     eight forty     nine twenty     ten fifteen 
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2. Here are some digital watches and clocks. Look at them and write in the 
correct time: 

 

Example:  It is  one thirty one 

 

  

1.   It is _______________. 2. It is _________________.  

 

 

 

3.   It is _______________. 4. It is _________________. 

 

 

 

5.   It is _______________. 6. It is _________________.  

 

 

7.   It is _______________. 8. It is _________________.  

 

 

 

9.   It is _______________. 10. It is _________________. 

 

 

twelve sixteen     ten-o-nine     ten ten     one thirty-nine     four fifty-one 

twelve o’clock     eleven thirty-eight     eleven twelve      

ten fifty- eight     ten fifty-two 
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Exercise I 

1. Write the correct Wh question word in the blank (what, where, who). 

Example:   ________  is your name? 

     What    is your name?  

 
1. ____________ is Paris?  

2. ___________  are their names? 

3. ____________ does she live? 

4.  __________ are the books? 

 5.  _________ works in the 

National Bank? 

6. _________ is from Moscow?  

7.  ___________do you work? 

8. ___________ does Ana live? 

9. ___________ can play chess?  

10. ___________ is a singer?

2. Write the correct Wh question word in the first blank and then answer the 
question. 

1. _________ do they live?  They ________ in Mexico.  

2. __________ lives with Ana?  ______________________________. 

3.  ______________does Ana live? She __________________. 

4.  _________ do you do? I work _______________________. 

5. __________do you ____________?  I live in___________________. 
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Review Exercises 

1. Circle or highlight the correct word or phrases. 

 

1 - He ____ it. 

don't like,  doesn't like,   
doesn't likes,   don't likes 

2 - My uncles _____ here very often. 

don't come,   doesn't comes,    
doesn't come 

3 - My friends ______ twice a week. 

 come,   comes,   coming 

4 - I _____ mind at all. 

 not,   isn't,   don't,   doesn't 

5 - It _____ sense. 

don't make,   doesn't makes,    
doesn't make 

6 - Ana and her family ____ happy. 

 seem,   seems,   seeming 

7 - You _____ to do it. 

don't have,   doesn't has,    
doesn't have 

8 - I ____ a brother. 

doesn't has,   don't has,    
don't have,   doesn't have 

9 - The flight _____ an hour. 

 take,   takes 

10 - I _____ this book. 

 want,   wanting 

11 - Tom ____ to school by bus. 

 go,  goes 

12 - She ____ . 

don't know,  doesn't knows,    
doesn't know,   don't knows 

13 - She ____ hard. 

 study,   studyes,  studies 

14 - Omar _____ chess with me. 

 play,   plays,   plaes 

15 - The exam _____ two hours. 

 last,   lastes,   lasts 

16 - She can ____ it. 

 do,   does 
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2. Fill in the blanks with the correct word: at, in, or on. 
 
1.  Please, wait for me _____ the bus 

stop. 

2.  I am _____ my bedroom. 

3.  Look! Your books are _____ the 
floor. 

4.  These girls want to be _____ the 
birthday party. 

5.  Look at my cat! My cat is sitting 
_____ my legs. 

6.  Do you live ______ Brazil or 
_____ Uruguay? 

7.  I eat lunch _____ 12:30. 

8.  They live ______ a house near a 
park. 

9.  These books are ______the 
table. 

10. People study  _____ libraries. 

 

3. Circle or highlight the correct answer. 

 
1. Where does a receptionist work? 

 a. post office   b. bakery   c. office 

2. Where does a cashier work? 

a. school   b. supermarket    
c. police station 

3. Where does a teacher work? 

 a. school   b. office   c. butchers 

4. Where does a taxi driver work? 

 a. bus station   b. cab   c. airport  

5. Where does a policeman work? 

 a. bakery   b. hotel   c. police station 

 

6. Where does a manager work? 

 a. police station   b. park   c. office 

7. Where does a pilot work? 

 a. airplane   b. train station    

 c. restaurant 

8. Where does a receptionist work? 

 a. bus   b. restaurant   c. office 

9. Where does a nurse work? 

 a. hospital    b. theater  c. sports center 

10. Where does an artist work? 

 a. restaurant   b. cinema   c. studio
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Exercise A 

1.  Listen carefully to Unit 4 Listening Parts 1 – 3. Fill in the following 
chart with the correct word: 

 

Ex Ana likes music. 

1. She  a lot of CDs. 

2. Her parents  her music. 

3. She  well in school. 

4. Tony  sports on TV. 

5. He  soccer and basketball. 

6. Sanjay  many books. 

7. He  many friends. 

8. Jean  blue eyes. 

9. Jim  140 pounds. 

10. Joan  glasses. 

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Helen   lives  / likes  with her husband. 
 

1. Their house is  (a)  across  / after   the street   (b)  from  /  to   a small park. 

 

2. The park is  (a)  in  / on   the north side  (b) at  /  of   the street. 

 

3. There are houses  (a)  of  / on    both sides  (b)  of  / on  the street. 

 

4. Bus number 38 comes   at  /  to   7:15. 

 

5. Helen usually  (a)   takes  /  wears   the bus   (b)   on  /  to   school.

 

 Exercises     First English  Unit  4 
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Exercise B 

 
1. Listen to Unit 4 Dialogs and Hot Seat.   Write in the correct words. 

  Example:   Do you    like   music? 
 

1.  Do you   ___________________  brothers or sisters? 

 

2. Yes, I (a) ____________ .  I  (b) ____________  a brother. 

 

3. Where  (a) _________  you  (b) ______________ , Ken? 

 

4.  I’m  (a) ____________ to the  (b) ________________. 

 

5.  You’re ______________  the wrong way! 

 

2.  Listen to Unit 4 Dialogs.  Write in the correct letter. 

Example:   When is   b  . 

1.  My birthday is   _____. 

2.  The library is  _____. 

3.  It’s on  _____. 

4.  You’re going the _____. 

5.  Why don’t you _____? 

6.  I hate  _____. 

3.  Answer these questions. 

1.  Do you like music?  
_______________________________________________________ 

2.  What’s your favorite food? 
_______________________________________________________ 

3.  What sports do you like?  
_______________________________________________________ 

a.  downstairs 

b.  your birthday 

c.  wrong way 

d.  next week 

e.  milk 

f.  like hamburgers 

g.  on the first floor 
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Exercise C 

1.  Listen to Unit 4 Vocabulary. Write in the correct answers. 

 

 Example:  He has big  ears . 

 
 
 

1. We have ______________ 2. This man is _____. 

 on our hands. 
 
 

3. He has strong __________. 4.  We have ________ 

   on our feet. 
 
 

5. This man is _____________. 6. She has a big ____. 

   
 
 

7.  He has little ___________. 8. This man is _____. 

   

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  He has little hands / nose.  
 

1. We have  fingers / toes  on our hands. 
 
2. We walk with our  hands / feet. 
 
3. She has a small  eyes / nose. 
 
4. We have  nose / toes  on our feet.  
 
5. We hear with our  eyes / ears.  

angry arms fingers hands 

mouth sick  tired toes 
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Exercise D 

1.  Write the correct word from the box in the blank. 

 
Example:  We   smell   with our nose.  

 
 

1. We __________ with our  2. She’s _____________  

 eyes.  because she’s happy. 
 
 

3.  She’s ______________ 4. We ___________with our 

 because she’s tired. ears. 
 
 

5. He’s ________________ 6.        We ___________ with our  

 because he’s angry.  hands. 
 
 

7.  We _____________ 8. We ___________ with our 

 with our mouth.  feet. 

 

2.  Circle or highlight the correct word.  

Example:  She’s  smiling / smile  because she’s happy.  
 

1. We  speak / speaking  with our mouth. 
 
2. She is  crying / laughing  because she is sad. 
 
3. She’s  screaming / scream  because she’s scared. 
 
4. We   hear / see   with our eyes. 
 
5. We   hear / see   with our ears. 

hear see shouting sleeping 

smiling speak  touch walk 
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Exercise E 

 Listen to Unit 4 Letters & Numbers. Fill in the blanks with the correct letter. 

 

 Example:                             This is an apple. 

 

 

1.   A ___uarter is 25 cents. 2. This woman is ___ad. 

 

 

 
3.   Turn ___ight!  4. This is the number ___even.  

 

 

 
5.   He ___eads many books. 6. We have ___en   ___oes. 

 

 

 

 
7.   This woman is a __ueen. 8. ___ingapore is in A__ia. 

 

 

 

 
9. This number is __wen__y. 10. This is a ___uestion mark. 

 

 

Q q   R r   S s   T t 
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Exercise F 

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. 
 

 Example:                         This is an apple. 

 

 

1.   This man is __nhappy. 2. __ome __iruses are dangerous. 

 

 

 

 

3.    This is a glass of __ater. 4. This is a new __iolin.  

 

 

 

 

5.   They are ___earing   6. __est is the opposite of east. 

   ___niforms. 

 

 

 

7.   ___ietnam is in Asia. 8. The __niverse is very large. 
 

 

 

 
9. __hey are playing  10. A ___eek has __even days. 

  __olleyball. 

  Q q  R r  S s T t U u V v  W w 
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Exercise G 

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct choice: 

 

Example:   three- fourths_  of a cake. 

 

 

1.     _______________ 2.   He’s ______________. 

 

 

 

3.    _______________ 4.   He is ______________. 

 

 

 

5.   _______________ 6.   He’s ______________. 

 

 

 

7.     _______________ 8.   He is ______________.  

 

 

 

9.     _______________ 10.   He is ______________. 

 

fifth        first        four-fifths        fourth        one-fourth 

one-third        one-half      second     third        three-tenths 
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2. Circle or highlight the correct ordinal number. 

Example:   9th = ninth /   nineth /    nineteenth /    ninefth   /   nine   

 

1)     900th =  nine handredth /  nine hundreadth  /   nine hundredth /  nineth hundred   

 

2)     8th  =   eight / eighteenth  /  eigth  /  eighth      

 

3)     6th  =   sixth  /  sixfth  /  six  /   sexth   

 

4)    5th  =   fiveth /  fiveth  /  fifth  /  fifteenth   

 

5)     4th  =   fourth /  fourteenth  /   forth  /  fifth   

 

6)     3rd  =   threed  /  three /  fourth  /  third     

 

7)     2nd  =   twoth  /  tooth  /  secondth /  second   

 

8)     24th  =   twenty fith  /  twenty fouth /   twenty fourfth  /  twenty fourth   

 

9)   23rd  =    twenty threeth  /   twenty three  /  twenty third  /  twenty fird   

 

10)   22nd  =    twenty twoth  /  twenty secondth  /  twenty second   /  twentisecond   

 

11)   21st  =    twenty thirst /  twenty oneth  /   twenty firsth  /  twenty first   
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Exercise H 

1. Write in the correct time: 

 

Example:   It is  one o’ clock . 

 

 

1.   It is _______________. 2. It is _______________.  

 

 

 

3.   It is _______________. 4. It is _______________. 

 

 

 

5   It is _______________. 6. It is _______________. 

 

 

 

7.   It is _______________. 8. It is _______________. 

 

 

 

9.   It is _______________. 10. It is _______________. 

 

 
 

  

eight fifteen    five thirty   nine fifty   three twenty-five seven-o-five 

six fifty-five    ten ten    one fifteen    twelve forty-five    two forty-five 
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Exercise I      
1. Listen to Unit 4 Listening Parts 1 – 3.  

Pay attention to what Ana, her parents, and her friends, Tony and Sanjay, like 
and don’t like. Write what they like and dislike in the chart.  

Ana Ana’s parents 

likes dislikes like dislike 

    

    

    

    

    

Tony Sanjay 

likes dislikes likes dislikes 

    

    

    

    

    

Listen to music, her music, sports, English, hamburgers, milk, science class,  

to read, to sing, to play the piano, to watch TV, school,  

to be with friends, homework 
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Likes and Dislikes  

Ask a friend what he or she likes and doesn’t like.   

Write his or her answers in the chart below. 

Example:  Do you like music?   Yes, I do. I like to listen to music. 

Do you like to watch TV?   No, I don’t. I don’t like to watch TV. 

 Ask questions such as:  

Do you like pizza?,  Do you like to play the guitar?,  Do you like to travel?,  What kind of 

music do you like?,  Do you eat meat?,  Why? Why don’t you like….?,  Why do you like….?,  

What kind of sports do you like?,  What kind of food don’t you like? Why?, What kinds of 

movies do you like the most?,  What do you like, comedies or horror films? Do you like to 

eat Italian food?,  Do you like to study English? 

 

Your friend’s name: 

likes dislikes 
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hair 

Exercise J  
  
 

1. Listen to Unit 4 Vocabulary Part 1. Then write the part of the head next to 
the line connecting it: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Fill in the blanks with the correct choice: 
  

 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 

He has big __________      He has little________________  
 
 
 
 
 
 
She has brown _____________    She has a big___________ 

hands mouth  ears          eyes   

hair, forehead, eye, eyebrow,  

ear, nose, cheek, lips, neck 
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Review Exercises 
 

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 
 

1.  Is she writing to ___ friend? 
     "Yes, she is writing to ___!" 
  her   him   his 
 
2.   Your brother is making a lot of 

noise! 
      Please ask ___ to be quiet. 
  him   it   its 
 
3.   Please tell my father to come in. 
      Sorry, I don't know ___. 
  her   him   she 
 
4.   I can't find my glasses! 
      You are wearing ___! 
  them   there   they 
 
5.   Do you like hamburgers? 
      Yes, I love ___ ! 
  hers   its   them 
 
6.    Why are you always talking about 

Mary? 
      Because I  like ___ ! 
  her   him   she 
 
7.   Where is my pencil? I've lost __ ! 
  him    it   its 

 

 
8.   Is that your teacher? 
      No, I don’t know____. 
  it   his   her 
 
9.   Who is that man? 
      I'm afraid I don’t know ___. 
  him    it   them 
 
10.  Why are you so happy? 
       Because my friends gave ___a guitar for 

my birthday! 
  him   it   me  
 
11.  What are you going to do with those old 

books? 
       I'm going to keep ___. 
  their   them   they 
 
12.  My brother has contact lenses,  
       but you can’t see_______ 
  him   it   them 
 
13.  Is your father here? I don’t see ___.  
  her   him   me 
 
14.  Peter studies with Mary. 
       He likes ___. 
  me   him   her 
 

 

2. Fill in the blanks with the correct word: what, where, how, when 
1.__________does she like?     

2. _______is your house?     

3.________is he doing?   

4.____ does Helen usually get to 
school?    

5. ________ is she wearing?    

6._______tall is she? 

7.__________color are your eyes?    

8. _______ do you go to school?    

9. ________do you do?    

10._______old is that book?     

11. __________ does she live?     

12. _________are you going? 
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Unit 1: Names and Places 
Exercise A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Make a sentence with these words. 

Example: Max  / name  /  my  /  is       My name is Max.  
 
1. is  /  Kathy  /  name  /  my  _______________________________________________ 

2. come  /  New York  /  from  /  I  ___________________________________________ 

3. Max  /  is  /  this  _______________________________________________________ 

4. from  /  comes  /  San Francisco  /  he  ______________________________________ 

5. from  /  comes  /  New York  /  Kathy  _______________________________________ 

6. Paris / is / Pierre /  from__________________________________________________ 

7. languages / she / two / speaks ____________________________________________ 

 

Exercise B 
 

Circle or highlight the correct word. 
 

Example: This    is  am    Max. 
 
1. Max    come   comes     from San Francisco. 
 
2. Hello.  My name    is   am    Max.  
 
3. I    come   comes    from San Francisco. 
 
4. Kathy    come   comes     from New York. 

 
5. She    come from   comes from     New York. 
   
6. My name is Pierre. I    am, is    from Paris, France.
 

 Exercises     New Dynamic English  Module  1 
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Exercise C 

 
Change each sentence to a sentence with she or her. 
 
Example: "I come from New York."     She comes from New York  .  

  
1. "My name is Kathy." ___________________________________________________ 
 
2. "I’m from the US."  _____________________________________________________ 
 
3. “Kathy is from New York.”  ________________________________________________ 
 
4. "I’m a woman, not a man."  _______________________________________________ 
 
5. “Kathy is a woman, not a man."  ___________________________________________ 
 
6. “I speak two languages: English and Spanish.”________________________________ 
 

 
 

Exercise D 
 
Answer the questions. 
 
Example: Where is Max from?      Max is from San Francisco   . 

 
1. Where does Max come from?  ____________________________________________ 

 
2. Where is Kathy from?  __________________________________________________ 

 
3. Who comes from New York?  ____________________________________________ 

 
4. Who is from San Francisco?  _____________________________________________ 

 
5. Which person is a woman?  ______________________________________________ 
 
 

6. What languages does Kathy speak? ________________________________________ 
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Exercise E 
 

Fill in the blank with isn’t or doesn’t 

Example: Max comes from the US.  He    doesn’t__   come from France. 
 
1. His name _____________ Bob; his name is Max. 
 
2. Pierre is from Paris.  He _____________ come from the US. 
 
3. Kathy speaks English.  She _____________ speak Japanese. 
 
4. Zork comes from far away.  He _____________ from our world. 
 
5. Pierre is French.  He _____________ British. 
 
6. Max is from San Francisco. He ____________from Europe. 

 

 
Exercise F 

 
Make these sentences negative by using don’t, isn’t, or doesn’t. 

Example: Max is from New York.     Max isn’t from New York.    
 
1. Kathy is from Paris.  ____________________________________________________ 
 
2. I come from the US.  __________________________________________________ 
 
3. Pierre is American.  _____________________________________________________ 
 
4. Kathy speaks French.  ___________________________________________________ 
 
5. I speak Japanese.  _____________________________________________________ 
 
6.    Max comes from Paris, France. ____________________________________________ 
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 Exercise G 
 

Circle or highlight the correct word. 
Example: Max    come   comes    from San Francisco. 

 
1. Max and Kathy    come   comes    from the US. 
 
2. Max and Pierre    is   are    men. 
 
3. Kathy and Max    speak   speaks    English. 
 
4. Pierre    come   comes    from France. 
 
5. He doesn’t    come   comes    from the US. 
 
6. Kathy and Max    is   are    not from Europe. 
 
7. Kathy doesn’t    speak   speaks    French. 
 
8. Pierre doesn’t    come   comes     from Japan. 
 
9. They     am   is   are    both from the United States. 
 
10. They     don’t   doesn’t    speak Japanese. 

 

 
Exercise H 

 
Match each part of a sentence on the left with the rest of the sentence on the right. 

Example:          h    is your name? 

a.  What is 1. _____ come from Europe. 

b.  Where do 2. _____ are you from? 

c.  Where 3. _____ is Kathy. 

d.  My name 4. _____ doesn’t speak French. 

e.  I’m not 5. _____ you come from? 

f.  She 6. _____ your name? 

g. He 7. _____  speaks two languages 

h.  What 8. _____  doesn’t come from France 

i.  Kathy 9. _____ from the US. 

j.  They don t́  
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 Exercise I 
 
Read each answer (A) first. Then write the 

question (Q). 

Example: Q. Who    comes from France? 
  A.  Pierre comes from France. 

  Q. Where    do you come from? 
  A.  I come from New York. 

 
1Q. Who _____________________________________________________________ 

A. That is Kathy. 

 
2Q. Where  ____________________________________________________________ 

A. I’m from San Francisco. 

 
3Q. Where  ____________________________________________________________ 

A. San Francisco is in California. 

 
4Q. Who ______________________________________________________________ 

A. Kathy comes from New York 

 
5Q. Where _____________________________________________________________ 

A. They are from the United States 

 
6Q. What ______________________________________________________________ 

A. They come from Brazil. 

 
7Q. What ______________________________________________________________ 

A. He speaks French and German. 

 
8Q. Does ______________________________________________________________ 

A. No, she doesn’t.  She doesn’t speak German. 
 
9Q. Who_______________________________________________________________ 

A. Kathy speaks two languages. 
 
10Q. What_______________________________________________________________ 

A. She speaks English and Spanish 
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Activity J 
 
Activity:  In pairs or small groups, read the text and answer the questions. 

Role-play by introducing yourself and two classmates. Before reading 
this, review the lesson in the lab and listen to the dialogs several 
times. 

 

Who are they? 
 
This is Kathy. She is from New York. She doesn’t speak French.  
 
What languages does she speak?  
 
Who speaks French? 

 
 
Here is Max. He isn’t from Europe and doesn’t speak French.  
 
He comes from San Francisco, in California.  
 
Where is California?     Do people speak French in California? 

 
 

  
Look at this man on the right. Who is that?   

    He doesn’t come from New York. This man isn’t from California. 
 
This person is French, not American. Where is he from? 
 
What language does he speak?  
 

  Here are three people: Kathy, Max and a French person.  
 
 What is his name? 

 
 

 

        Ask your partner: 

Where are you from?  What languages do you speak?  Do you speak Italian?   

Are you American?  Do you come from…?   Are you from…?   Where is your 

city?   Does your father come from Spain?   Where is he from?  Does he speak 

English?   What language does he speak? 
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Activity K 

 
 

Activity:  In pairs or small groups, ask and answer questions about all these 
characters. Before reading this, review the lesson in the lab and 
listen to the dialogs several times. 

 

Which person isn’t American? 
 
Who is this?  

 
 
-Hi! My name is Zork. I come from… 
 
 
 
 

 
Please listen to Zork again and answer these questions: 

 
Is Zork from our world? Where does Zork come from?   
 
Look at the picture. What is it? Maybe it’s a UFO. 

 
Do you believe in UFOs? Ask your partner if he or she believes in UFOs and ask where  
Zork comes from.  

 
Questions 
 

1. Kathy, Max and Pierre are from different cities. Where are Max and Kathy from? 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
  

2. Does Zork come from your country?  
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. Who comes from France and who isn’t from Europe? 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Activity L  
 
Activity:  In pairs or small groups, look at the maps and write the languages that 

people speak in each country. 

 Ask your partner about these countries - the languages that people 
speak there, what the nationality is, and where they are located. 

 
 
 

Look at the maps! Pierre is from one of these countries. Which one?  Kathy and Max 
aren’t from Europe. France is in Europe. People in France don’t speak Spanish. What 
language do they speak? 

 
Ask your partner: 
 

1- In which country do people speak Japanese? 
 

2- Does Kathy speak French? 
 

3- What languages do you speak? 
 

4- Which part of the world do you come from? 
 

5- Where is France? 
 

6- What do they speak in Australia? 
 

7- What is your favorite language and why? 
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Activity M 
 
Activity: This is a pairs or small group activity. Ask one student to read and the 
others to listen about Richard Chin and his family.  Students fill in the blanks 
under Answers & Question.  
 
Use the vocabulary from the box. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS : 
 

__________is his name? _____first name is David and _____last name is Lee. 

______was he born? He was born _____October 28th, 1976. _____was he 

born? He was born in Los Angeles, California. What's his ___________? He is 

_____teacher. Does he _______ brothers or sisters? Yes, he _______. He has a 

brother. ________ name is James. 

 

 

  his –  when –  where -  a  - have -  his – does   

her -  eyes - hair -  yes -  what -  is -  in - occupation - on 

David Lee 
Date of birth:  28/10/1976 
Place of birth:  Los Angeles, California, USA 
Occupation:  Teacher 
Brother:   James Lee 
Sister:   Stephanie Lee 
Married to:   Emily Lee 
Eyes:   Black 
Hair:    Brown 
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Activity N 
Activity: Complete the information about your partner. Look at the model on the 

previous page. 
 
Ask questions like this: What’s your name? What’s your last name? What do you 

do? What’s your occupation? Where were you born? Do you have 
brothers or sisters? Are you married? 

 
 

IDENTITY FORM : 

Name:_________________________________ 

Date of birth: ___/___/____ 

Place of birth: ___________, __________, ____ 

Occupation: ____________________________ 

Brother(s): _____________________________ 

Sister(s): _______________________________ 

Married to: ______________________________ 

Eyes: ____________Hair:  ____________ 

 
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS : 
 

 ________ is his/her name? _______ first name is ________ and _______ last name 

is __________. ________ was ________ born? _________ was born in_____, 

________. What's his/her ________? He/She is a _________. Does he/she _______ 

brothers or sisters? ________, he/she _________. He/She _____ a brother. ______ 

name is ____________. He/she also ________ a sister. ______ name is _________. 

What does __________ look like? He/She has ____________ and _____________. 

Is he/she married? ______, ________ ________ married. 

 

 

Paste or draw 

your partner’s 

picture here  
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Unit 2: Numbers and Time 
Exercise A 

 

Write the time. 
 
 

1. 10:45   ten forty-five   or   a quarter to eleven  
 
2. 4:30   four thirty   or   half past four  
 
3. 2:15 ___________________________________________________________ 
 
4. 12:45 ___________________________________________________________ 
 
5. 4:20 ___________________________________________________________ 
 
6. 6:40 ___________________________________________________________ 
 
7. 7:05 ___________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 

8. ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
9. ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
10. ____________________________________________________ 
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Exercise B 
 

Write the number. 
Example:  one thousand two hundred and fifty        1,250  

1. fifty eight      _______________________ 

2. one hundred twenty seven    _______________________ 

3. five hundred thirty six     _______________________ 

4. one thousand and one     _______________________ 

5. one thousand and ten     _______________________ 

6. one thousand one hundred    _______________________ 

7. two thousand two hundred and fifteen  _______________________ 

8. nineteen thousand and ten    _______________________ 

9. a hundred and twenty five thousand one hundred _______________________ 

10. one million, one hundred thousand, one hundred _______________________ 

 
Exercise C 

 

Make the correct match from the box on the right. 

Example:     a    five times ten 
 

1. ______ six plus eight     

2. ______ fifteen divided by three    

3. ______ five dollars      

4. ______ a dollar and a quarter    

5. ______ two and a half dollars    

6. ______ fifteen minus three     

7. ______ eight times six     

8. ______ eight dollars and fifty cents    

9. ______ thirty five cents     

10. ______ fifteen and three 

 

 
a)  5 x 10 g) $8.50 

 

b) $1.25 h) 6 + 8 

 

c) $2.50 i) 15 - 3 

 

d) 15 / 3 j) $0.35 

 

e) $5.00 k) 8 x 6 

 

f)  8 - 6 l) 15 + 3 
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Exercise D 
 

 

Units of Time 
 

Activity: Calculate the number of seconds in a day, the number of minutes in 

a week and the number of seconds in a year. Explain to the class your results. 

Remember the numerical operations: plus, minus, times, divide. 

 

In pairs or small groups, calculate: 

 

1- How many seconds are there in a minute? 

 

_____________________________________________ 

 

2- There are 24 hours in a day. How many minutes are in your day? 

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

3- Calculate: 60 seconds per minute times 60 minutes per hour times 24 hours per 

day. 

      Equals: _______seconds in a________ 

 

4- Explain in English how to calculate how many hours there are in your life. 

 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 
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Activity E 
 
 
Directions and telephone numbers 
 

Activity: In pairs or small groups, practice asking for addresses and phone 

numbers. 

Follow the example below: 

 
A-  Hi! My name is Alicia. What’s your name? 

B-  Nice to meet you Alicia! My name is José Antonio and I am an accountant. 

A-  Oh! Me, too! Where do you work?  

B-  I work here in San Pedro Sula. 

A-  What’s your work address? 

B-  My work address is 324 Second Avenue. What about you? 

A-  I work at 9238 Cervantes street.  

B-  Great! What’s your phone number at your office? 

A-  230 -3304. Please, call me tomorrow morning to have coffee together. 

A-  That would be great! 

 

Activity F 
 
Telephone Messages. 
 
Have a phone conversation with your partner. You want to speak to someone 
who is not there. Leave a message for that person with your partner. Include 
your own name, telephone number and address.  
 
Read and follow the example below: 

 
B- Hello. Is Alicia there? 

C- Sorry. She’s not. Can I give her a message? 

B- Yes. Please ask her to call me. My name is _________ and my phone number is______ 

C-Your phone number is________, is that correct? Ok. I’ll give her the message. 

 
Practice the dialog using your own name and telephone number. You also can 
practice with time, spelling and address. 
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Activity G 
Addresses and telephone numbers 

Read and complete the dialog in the example below: 

There’s a fire! 
A- Fire Department.  ______morning.  

B –Good _____________ 

A- Yes. What can I help you with? 

B- There is a fire. 

A-What’s your __________? 

B-My address is _____________ 

A- OK. What’s your  _______number? 

B- My phone  ______is  ____________ 

A- What’s your name? 

B- My name is  __________________ 

A– Sorry, but... How do you spell that? 

B–____________________________ 

A- Thanks. Please wait for my call. 

B – Hurry! There is a fire!! 

 
 

Activity H: In pairs or small groups, ask for directions and phone numbers. Interact 

in role plays and free dialogs. 

Reading. 
“Is there a fire here?” 

(Text from “The Bald Soprano” by Eugene Ionesco, 1950) 
 

FIRE CHIEF: Eh, well--is there a fire here? 

MRS. SMITH: Why do you ask us that?  

FIRE CHIEF: It's because--pardon me--I have 
orders to extinguish all the fires in the city.  

MRS. MARTIN: All?  

FIRE CHIEF: Yes, all.  

MRS. SMITH [confused]: I don't know... I don't 
think so. Do you want me to go and look?  

MR. SMITH [sniffing]: There can't be one here. 
There's no smell of anything burning.   

FIRE CHIEF [sad]: None at all? You don't have a 
little fire in the chimney, something burning in 
the attic or in the cellar? A little fire just starting, 
at least? 

MRS. SMITH: I am sorry to disappoint you but I 
do not believe there's anything here at the 
moment. I promise that I will notify you when we 
do have something. 

 FIRE CHIEF: Please don't forget, it would be a 
great help.  

MRS. SMITH: That’s a promise.  

FIRE CHIEF [to the Martins]: And there's nothing 
burning at your house either?  

MRS. MARTIN: No, unfortunately.  

MR. MARTIN [to the Fire Chief]: Things aren't 
going so well just now.  

FIRE CHIEF: Very poorly. 
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Activity I 
 

 
Presentation and Oral Practice 

 
Times 
 
Activity: In small groups, write out different times on a sheet of paper. Ask representatives 

from the other groups to go to the board. Call out a time and ask them to draw the hands of 

a clock that correspond to that time. Those sitting at their desks should also be doing this 

exercise. 

 

Example: Six past eleven  

 

 

Follow these other examples and draw the hands: 

 

Three twenty-five 

 

 

Ten minutes to eight 

 

 

Six thirty  

 

 

A quarter past eleven  

 

 

Half past ten  

 

Have the other groups check their answer by reading out the list. 
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Activity J 
 

 
Times 
 
Activity: In pairs or small groups, read this Movie Guide and write the hours of 

these movies. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 

Write down a question for each Cinema, than ask a 
partner to answer. 

 
 Cinema 1 __________________________________ 
 
 Cinema 2 __________________________________ 
 
 Cinema 3 __________________________________ 
 
 Cinema 4 __________________________________ 

 
 

© Universal Pictures 

 

A - What’s on at the movie theater?  

B - Let me see…. Hey, The 

Adventures of Rogelio Hood!! 

A - Great! What time does it start? 

B - It starts at 11:30. 

A –On what days? 

B – On Friday to Sunday.  

.  

 Ask questions like this one:  
What time does “Rogelio Hood” start? 
Answer: It starts at eleven thirty 
 
 

Discussion items: What film have you seen lately that you 
like? What film have you not liked? Why? 

The Cuadplex Corner Cinema 

 

Cinema 1 
The Adventures of Rogelio Hood Fri – Sun:  
11:30, 1:30, 4, 7, 9:45; Mon-Thu 1, 4, 7, 9:35 
 

Cinema 2 
The Creature of Lake Minnehaha 
Tue – Sun: 12:30, 3:30, 6:45, 9:50, 10:00 
 

Cinema 3 
The Language Student in Baltimore Fri – Sun 11, 
1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10. Mon-Thu 1:45, 4:30, 
7:20, 10 
 

Cinema 4 
The Shoaling Temple Fri – Sun 11, 1:10, 3:10, 
5:10. Mon – Thu 1:45, 4:30, 7:20, 10 
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Unit 3: Jobs and Family 
Exercise A 
These exercises focus on important language at the word and phrase level.   
Complete the sentences with the missing word. 

 
Missing words:

 

1 

1. Hello, my name _____ Kathy. 

2. I __________ from New York. 

3. Kathy ________ from New York. 

4. She doesn’t come _____ France.  

She’s American, not French. 

2 

1. Max ______  _________ San 

Francisco, and Kathy is from New 

York. 

2. They don’t ______  _____France. 

3. That’s right.  Kathy and I _____ 

not from France. 

4. Pierre ____ the one who comes 

from France. 

3 

1. In these two countries, people 

________ English. 

2. In France, French _______ 

______ French. 

3. Kathy _________ English and 

Spanish, but she doesn’t 

__________ French. 

4. I ___________ two languages:  

English and Spanish. 

4 

1. Richard __________ a teacher. 

2. He __________ science and math. 

3. He and his wife __________ a child, a 

son. 

4. Their child, a boy, _____ five ________ 

old. 

5 

1. Sara _______ a doctor.  She’s twenty-

eight _____ old. 

2. She’s a good doctor, and she ________ 

hard. 

3. She _________ in an expensive 

apartment. 

4. Her apartment _______ large and 

comfortable. 

6 

1. Henry _______ a businessman.  He’s 

thirty-five _______ old. 

2. His parents have a lot of_____________. 

3. He doesn’t _______ hard, but he has lots 

of money. 

4. He has a large house.  It’s a very 

__________ house.

am,  comes,  come,  from,  is,  teaches,  have,  comes from,  come from,  are,  

years,  works,  lives,  speak,  people,  speaks,  money,  work,  expensive. 
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Exercise B 

 

Read the sentences about Richard.   
Fill in the correct words from the list. 

 
   

Example:  His first name is   Richard.  
 
 

1. His last name is _________________ and   

he is __________ old.  

 
2. He is a __________________ and his salary 

  is _______________.  

 
3. He is __________________. He and his wife  

  have a __________.  Their son is  ______  

________old. 

 
4. They live in an __________________. It is on the     _________ floor. 
 
5. He teaches ________________. He also __________________math.  

  He works _________ but he doesn’t have much _____________ . 

 
6. He and his ___________________live in a ____________apartment in  

  a large apartment _______________ . 

 

 

Chin married 

teacher thirty years  

low Richard 

son apartment 

five years fourth 

first science 

teaches hard 

money family 

small building 
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Exercise C 

 
Read the paragraph about Sara.  Fill in the 
blanks.  

Use the words in the box below.  
 
 

   
 
 

   

Example:  She      is      a doctor. 

 

Sara Scott is a doctor.  She _____________ in a large hospital.  She’s a good doctor, 

and she _____________ hard.  She _____________ a high salary.  She 

_____________ in a large apartment.  She and her sister, Chris, _____________ 

together.  Sara isn’t married, but she _____________ a boyfriend.  Her boyfriend 

_____________ a pilot. 

 
 

Exercise D 

Read the paragraph about Chris.   
Fill in the blanks. Use the words in the box below. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Chris _____________ a ballet dancer.  She _____________ with her older sister, Sara.  

They _____________ in a large, comfortable apartment.  Chris _____________ to dance.  

She _____________ hard every day.  She _____________ to be a great dancer someday. 

work works 

have has 

live lives 

are is 

 

want wants 

practice practices 

live lives 

love loves 

are is 
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Exercise E 

 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in 
parentheses.  
 
Example:  Henry (be, not)    isn’t    popular with women. 
 
 

Henry (be) ____________ a businessman.  He (have) ____________ a lot of money, but 

he (work, not) ______________________ very hard.  He (be, not) __________________ 

married, but he is in love with somebody.  He (like) ____________ a woman named Chris.  

She (be) ___________ a ballet dancer.  Unfortunately, she (like, not) ________________ 

him.  Henry (be, not) ____________ very popular with women. 

 
Exercise F 

 

Make the sentences below negative.  Use don’t, isn’t, or doesn’t. 
 

Example: Richard is a businessman.  Richard isn't a businessman. 
 
 Richard has a lot of money.  Richard doesn't have a lot of money. 
 
1. Sara is married.____________________________________________________ 
 
2. Sara is a teacher.___________________________________________________ 
 
3. Henry works hard.__________________________________________________ 
 
4. Chris likes Henry.___________________________________________________ 
 
5. Henry teaches science and math.______________________________________ 
 
6. Chris is a doctor ___________________________________________________ 
 
7. Richard has a high salary ____________________________________________ 
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Exercise G  
 

Match the words with their opposites. 
 

Example: i. left 9.     i      right 

 
a.  rich 1. _______ single 

 
b.  inexpensive 2. _______ poor 

 
c.  high  3. _______ uncomfortable 

 
d.  married 4. _______ expensive 

 
e.  large 5. _______ low 

 
f.  comfortable 6. _______small 

 
g.  popular 7. _______ new 

 
h.  old 8. _______ unpopular 

 
 

Exercise H 

Circle or highlight the incorrect word and write the correct word. 
 
Example:   Richard has a high salary. _ low __ 

 
1. Richard is a doctor.   _______           
 
2. Richard and his wife have a daughter.  _______ 
 
3. Sara lives in a small apartment.  _______ 
 
4. She lives with her brother, Chris.  _______ 
 
5. Henry lives in an expensive apartment.  _______ 
 
6. Henry’s children are rich.  _______ 
 
7. Henry is married.  _______ 
 
8. Sara has a low salary.  _______ 
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Exercise I 
 

Look at the sentences.  If the two sentences have a similar meaning, write "S." 
If they have a different meaning, write "D." 
 

Example:   
Richard doesn't live in a large apartment.    S        He lives in a small apartment. 
 
1. Richard is single.   ______   Richard is married. 
 
2. Richard doesn't have much money.   ______ His salary is low. 
 
3. Henry's parents are rich. ______   Henry's parents aren't poor. 
 
4. Chris lives with her older sister, Sara.    ______   Sara lives with her younger sister, 

Chris. 
 
5. Richard isn’t a popular teacher.   ______   Richard’s students like him a lot. 

 
Exercise J 

 

Read each answer (A), then write the question (Q). 
 

Example:  Q.  Where   does Richard teach? 
  A.  Richard teaches at a small college. 
 
1. Q.  Where  ____________________________________________________ 
 Sara works in a large hospital. 
 
2. Q.  What  ______________________________________________________ 
 I teach science and math. 
 
3. Q.  What  ______________________________________________________ 
 Kathy writes stories. 
 
4. Q.  Are  ________________________________________________________ 
 No, I'm not a teacher. 
 
5. Q.  Is  _________________________________________________________ 
 Yes, Richard is a good teacher.  
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Exercise K  
 
Activity: In pairs or small groups, practice the dialogs.  
 
Read the following information about Richard Chin.  Practice it by saying it out 
loud several times.   
 
This is Richard Chin. His first name is Richard. His family name is Chin.  He is thirty years old.  
 

He is a teacher. 
 
He teaches science and math.  

 
 
 

Now, interview your partner. Ask your partner for the following information 
and write the answers: 

 
1- What’s your first name? How do you spell that? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
2- How about your family name? How do you spell it? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
3- How old are you? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
4- What do you do? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
5- Do you earn a salary? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
6- Are you married? Why/why not? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise L  
Activity: In pairs or small groups, make a list of family relationships. 
This is Richard Chin’s family. 
 

 
 

A. Listen to the lesson about Richard Chin in Unit 3 Jobs and Family and take 
notes.  Write the answers to these questions: 
 
1. What does Richard Chin do? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Is he married? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. How old is he? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Is his child a son or a daughter? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
5. How old is his child? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Where do they live? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
7. Is Richard happy? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

B. Introduce Richard and his family to your partner. 
Example: This is Richard Chin. He is thirty years old… etc.  

C. Ask your partner/s questions about their families: 
How many cousins do you have and what are their names? 
What is your father’s name? 
What does your father do? 
Where is your grandfather from? 
Is he from Europe? 
Where does your uncle live? 
What’s your uncle’s name? 
Where does your husband or wife work?  
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Exercise M - Occupations 

 
Activity:    Read the text and talk about the occupations of the people in your family 

or your friends, where they live and with whom they live. 
 

Richard is a teacher. He is a good teacher, but 
unfortunately, his salary is low. 
 
He teaches in a small college. 
 
He and his family live in a small apartment on the fourth 
floor. 
 
He lives with his wife and his son. 
 

 

Sara is a doctor. She works in a large hospital. 
 
She works hard. Sara has a high salary. 
 
She lives in an expensive, large and comfortable 
apartment with her sister, Chris. 
 
Her sister is a ballet dancer. 

            
 

This is Henry. He is a businessman. He doesn’t 
work hard, but he has lots of money. 

 
                   He lives in an expensive large house. 
     He is single.  
 
 

 
Dialog 
 
Activity: After reading the text, make a list of common occupations and places 
to live. Work in small groups and present the list to the class. 
 

Example: teacher, banker, doctor…; city, country, downtown, etc.  
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Practice role-playing situations like this: 
 

Occupations  Places to live  
  
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 
________________ ________________ 
 

 

 
 
Exercise N - Occupations 
A. In the last activity you made a list of common occupations and places to live. 

Now, write a list of uncommon occupations and places to live. 
 

Example: Astronaut – House on the moon.   
 

1____________ - ____________ 2 __________ - ____________ 3 __________ -_________ 
 
4____________ - ____________ 5 __________ - ____________ 6 __________ -_________ 
 
 
 
 
 

A-  May I ask a question? 
 
B- Sure… 
 
A- What do you do? 
 
B- I am a banker. 
 
A- Where do you work? 
 
B- I work in an international bank in the city… 

(Name the city). What about you? 
 
A- I’m a teacher. 
 
B- What do you teach? 
 
A- I teach music in a high school. 
 
B- Oh, I love music! 
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B. Follow the example below. Answer the questions and role-play the situations: 
   
Example: 
 

  
 
 

 
1- Where does this astronaut live?   
2- Where does he work?   
3- What does he do?     
4- Why does he have a high salary?  

 

C. Look at the picture below and complete the sentences. 
 
 
This is a ______ (scientist/ doctor) and she _______ 

(works/ lives) in a science laboratory. She works _____ 

(hard/ difficult) making important investigations. She 

lives in a _________ (small/ large) but comfortable 

apartment with her husband. 

 

 

D. Write questions and answers. 
 

Example:   Does the astronaut have a high salary?    Answer: Yes, he does.  
          (the astronaut /have /high salary) 

1.  ___________________________________   Answer: __________________________ 

  (the scientist / have / husband) 
2.  ____________________________________ Answer:  ________________________ 

        (Where / she / work/) 
3. _____________________________________ Answer:  __________________________ 

          (she and her husband /live /Where)

This is an astronaut. He has a high salary and he is 
on the moon. He works for an important science 
laboratory. He lives in the Space Station.  
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